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Microsoft Excel is a powerful tool for  analyzing and presenting information. One of the strengths of Excel has always  been its macro language. Since Excel first appeared, it has always had the most  extensive and flexible macro language of any spreadsheet program. Visual Basic  for Applications (VBA) first appeared as part of Excel in version 5. In fact,  Excel was the first major application to include this exciting new architecture.  Starting with Excel 97, VBA became a complete development environment,  consistent with the stand- alone version of Visual Basic and shared by all  Microsoft Office applications.

When you first start writing macros in Excel, you need to learn  two different skills. First, you need to learn how to work with VBA. Everything  you learn about VBA will be true not only for Excel, but also for other  applications that incorporate VBA. Second, you need to learn how to control  Excel. The more you know about Excel as a spreadsheet application, the more  effective you can be at developing macros that control Excel. While this book  focuses on VBA as Excel's development environment, much of what you will learn  will help you be more effective using spreadsheets as well.

Microsoft Excel 2002 Visual Basic for  Applications Step By Step walks you through tasks one at a time, keeping you  on track with clear instructions and frequent pictures of what you should see on  your screen. In each section, you'll become familiar with another important  aspect of Excel or VBA.

You'll notice some changes as soon as you start Microsoft Excel  2002. The toolbars and menu bar have a new look, and there's a new task pane on  the right side of your screen. But the features that are new or greatly improved  in this version of Excel go beyond just changes in appearance. Some changes  won't be apparent to you until you start using the program.
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Online Marketing Inside Out (Online Marketing: Sitepoint)SitePoint Pty Ltd, 2009
Online Marketing Inside Out is an invaluable book for anyone wanting to market products or services online - whether or not marketing is part of your job description. Small-business entrepreneurs and web-site owners will benefit from this information-packed book, as will traditional marketers with little or no experience of online...
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Spatial Analysis and Modeling in Geographical Transformation Process: GIS-based Applications (GeoJournal Library)Springer, 2011

	Currently, spatial analysis is becoming more important than ever because enormous volumes of spatial data are available from different sources, such as GPS, Remote Sensing, and others.


	This book deals with spatial analysis and modelling. It provides a comprehensive discussion of spatial analysis, methods, and approaches related to...
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Presentation Skills For ManagersMcGraw-Hill, 2001

	This reader-friendly series is must read for all levels of managers


	All managers, whether brand-new to their positions or well established in the corporate hierarchy, can use a little brushing-up now and then. The skills-based Briefcase Books Series is filled with ideas and strategies to help managers become more capable,...
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Brunner and Suddarth's Handbook of Laboratory and Diagnostic TestsLippincott Williams & Wilkins, 2009

	This newest addition to the Smeltzer Brunner and Suddarth's suite is a concise, portable, full-color handbook of hundreds of test results and their implications. The two-part presentation includes a review of specimen collection procedures followed by an alphabetical list of tests. The entry on each test includes preparation,...
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Fuzzy Surfaces in GIS and Geographical Analysis: Theory, Analytical Methods, Algorithms and ApplicationsCRC Press, 2007

	Surfaces are a central to geographical analysis. Their generation and manipulation are a key component of geographical information systems (GISs). However, geographical surface data is often not precise. When surfaces are used to model geographical entities, the data inherently contains uncertainty in terms of both position and attribute....
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Macromedia Dreamweaver MX 2004 MagicNew Riders Publishing, 2003
As a serious Web designer or developer, you'll want to do one thing and one thing only when you lay your hands on the latest version of Dreamweaver: Start tinkering with all its new features. Problem is that's hard to do on someone else's dime. With Dreamweaver MX 2004 Magic, you don't have to! In these pages, Dreamweaver wizards Mossimo...
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